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Abstract
History has shown different approaches to improving productivity the way of companies do
business. Since the early 1900s, the development of different production systems has played an
increasingly remarkable role in global manufacturing countries. It seems, that the growth of
understanding has widened the ideology of production systems used up to current ones. This
article examines the development path of business development. It evaluates the suitability
of the key tools used to support change in a modern business model in a customer-driven
project business environment.
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Introduction

Different models of improving business productiv-
ity and profitability have been used throughout his-
tory. Although the business models and segments dif-
fer by era, successful key factors can be found in de-
veloping productivity. A critical point on the road to
evolving business success is undoubtedly continuous
improvement. Since the development steps are not al-
ways going the right way in view of the whole system,
it is essential to understand each development factor’s
meaning and its effects on the entire system.

In the development path of operative business ef-
ficiency, the key role is to separate steps forward
and those that should be re-evaluated. Measuring the
change and development of business structures and
elements is at the centre of progress. This article’s sci-
entific proposition is that business transition requires
a co-operatively defined measuring system. This re-
veals the following research question: How to measure
the change and development of business structures
and elements? The role of different business sectors
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affects measuring dilemmas in a significant way. The
perspective is viewing differently if you are operating
with services, groceries, daily appliances, cars or large
machine project deliveries.

This article aims to create a modern operating
model in a customer-driven project business environ-
ment based on knowledge of different manufactur-
ing ideologies starting from early mass production
to modern 21st-century agile manufacturing. The tar-
get is to take account of customer expectations and
quality requirements while still creating cost-effective
standard and customer-specific products in a modern
global networked operating environment.

Literature review

Many years of studies, innovations, implementa-
tions, corrections and readjustments have evolved the
approach of efficient working models. The essence of
business or production models, which was stated bril-
liantly almost three decades ago, can be described as
eliminating waste. In the ‘big picture’, waste exists in
different forms, such as concreate and abstractive in
company business models. The employees, their learn-
ing and continuous improvement culture have been at
the centre of these ideologies. In this literature review,
the main focus has been on the car manufacturing in-
dustry.
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Development path and history

In the early 1900s, many manufacturers like Mor-
ris, Austin, Renault, Citroen, Fiat, Opel and Volk-
swagen adopted Ford’s production methods (Wilkins
& Hill, 2011).

Ford’s first car was road tested on June 4, 1896,
which was the beginning of the new era. After Henry
Ford finished working on it and had learned plenty
from it, the car was sold. This was the first used car
sale made in the U.S. Ford finished building his sec-
ond car by 1898, which improved from the first (Cur-
cio, 2013).

After the Model T’s huge success, Ford and his
employees started experimenting with assembly line
production in 1908. The very first line was impro-
vised, and rope operated. It is noted that earlier in
history, pyramids were produced, and ship hulls were
equipped in the 15th century using an assembly line
method. Ford production’s first assembly line was the
flywheel magneto’s subassembly in 1913. During one
year, the line efficiency was improved from 20 min-
utes to 5 minutes, and workers decreased from 29 to
14 (Curcio, 2013).

Typical Ford mass production features used at that
time were interchangeable parts, an in-house press
process and a moving assembly line. At the same
time, production models in high-volume manufac-
turing (mass production) can be found in segments
other than the automotive industry, like guns, clocks,
sewing machines, wagons, grain harvesters and bicy-
cles (Hounshell, 1985).

Ford was an example of the successful mass pro-
duction of cars and willingly or unwillingly shared
production knowledge. Their production of cars and
trucks in U.S. plants in 1903 was 1,708 vehicles. In
Canada, for the year 1905, 117 vehicles. The existence
of different Ford production facilities located in Eu-
rope began in the year 1912. It started in England,
where they produced 3,178 cars, while in U.S. plants,
they produced 170,068 cars and in Canada, 11,584
cars. In 1931 production began in Germany, and af-
ter a few years, in 1935, new production started in
France. The number of cars and trucks produced in
1935 was quite significant. In the U.S. they assembled
1,120,606; in England 66,605; in France 9,692; in Ger-
many 12,768 and in Canada 80,172 vehicles (Wilkins
& Hill, 2011).

Ford had its own rubber plantation in the Amazon
to ensure the availability of rubber for tyre produc-
tion, which the company sold to the Brazilian gov-
ernment in 1945. Ford was even urged to participate
in developing the Chinese economy by Sun Yat-sen in
1924 (Wilkins & Hill, 2011).

One of the pioneers of automation and flow pro-
duction, FrankWoollard, was educated and graduated
from the City of London School and Brick College. Af-
ter college, he took an apprenticeship with the London
and South Western Railway. There he gained practi-
cal knowledge of flow production. Woollard was also
involved in the development of the Clarkson steam-
powered omnibus. After getting more experience in
car design as a leading draughtsman (Weigel Motors),
in 1910, he became chief draughtsman. In 1918 he got
promoted to chief engineer and assistant managing di-
rector. Woollard experimented with flow production
during wartime to manufacture axles and gearboxes.
As the general manager of Morris Motor’s Engines
Branch, he pioneered flow production and automation
production during the 1920s. From 1924–1925, Wool-
lard published several papers presenting the details of
Morris Motor’s flow production methods (Emiliani &
Seymour, 2011).

In 1925 in his theory of continuous flow production,
Woollard described that the target was not mass pro-
duction; instead, it was an endeavour to secure contin-
uous flow ‘so that a relatively small factory may meet
the greater overseas plants’. Mass production should
be outdated by continuous flow production. Continu-
ous production is not a new invention itself. Different
industries (food, newspaper, textile and others) have
been practising it for many years (Woollard, 1954).

Taiichi Ohno, the famous father of the Toyota pro-
duction system and founder of the Lean ideology, was
first requested to prepare standard work methods for
textile work in the late 1930s. Since then, the map of
proper working procedures has shown its importance
in production. The standard worksheet should clearly
list these three elements: Cycle Time (Takt), Work
Sequence and Standard Inventory. Later it proved to
be the origin of his plant-first principle (Ohno, 1988).

The improvement should not never end, Ohno
claimed in the TPS system. The simple essential con-
tinuous improvement area to look should be the time-
line from the moment customer places the order to
the point the cash is collected. Improvements are to
focus on reducing the timeline by removing the non-
value-added wastes (Ohno, 1988).

One of the early founders of the Lean ideology and
productivity consultant, Shigeo Shingö, has dramati-
cally influenced different businesses’ productivity. The
first record of work on flow production was when he
implemented it in 1943 at Amano Manufacturing for
torpedo mechanisms and reached a 100% improve-
ment in productivity. Between 1948 and 1954, he held
production technology courses in different Japanese
companies. In 1945 after giving courses at Toyota, he
was hired as their first consultant. He widely taught
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improvement training at Toyota and to their suppli-
ers’ employees (Shingö & Liker, 2007).

Shingö describes how the basics of production are
the absolute elimination of waste by improving the
four elements of process; processing, transport, in-
spection and delay. Processing is the only value-
adding one; the remaining three are non-value-adding
waste. These three should be eliminated as much as
possible (Shingö, 1988).

Shingö later studied the Volvo method in the 1960s
and visited Volvo plants several times. He noted that
Volvo understands the human aspect of work dif-
ferently. The Volvo method tolerated both worker
types, the ones who are lazy by nature (type X)
and those who are hardworking (type Y). Changing
a characteristic of human nature from X to Y cannot
be done quickly. The Volvo production system toler-
ated inventory because inventory is a necessary evil
(Shingö, 1988).

Socio-technical Systems Theory was used at Volvo
Cars to attempt to break Taylorism in their Kalmar
and Uddevalla factories. They combined efficiency
and workers’ well-being. It became visible that a su-
perior overall system needs the systems’ most suit-
able elements from Lean Production (LP) and Socio-
technical Systems Theory (STS) as a hybrid model.
The workers’ well-being has been in focus throughout
the history of STS. By considering the work organ-
isation’s design, workers’ natural motivation can be
increased. ‘Integrated work organisation’ where pro-
duction teams can master a diverse range of tasks
following STS multifunctionality principles. Tasks are
connected to production flow and previous indirect
functions such as quality, control, maintenance and
planning. Implementing lean practices and integrated
work organisation together can achieve better pro-
ductivity than solely implementing a lean production
model. In the early stages of STS, responsible auton-
omy was a goal, which generated inventory buffers to
protect production. Using integrated work organisa-
tions with key lean methods such as inventory reduc-
tion, just in time and a pull system instead of push
brings positive benefits (Dabhilkar & Ĺhlström, 2013).

Volvo business units have the freedom to choose
whether or not to implement VPS, a continuum of
Volvo’s decentralised historical strategy. The main
goal seen in Volvo’s system is to create a learning or-
ganisation which has a greater change-takt time than
its competitors. In global industries, the company-
specific production systems’ XPS growth and impor-
tance are indisputable (Netland & Aspelund, 2013).

World Class Manufacturing is another productivity
and efficiency approach originally presented by Hays
and Wheelwright in 1984. Schonberger later reinter-

preted this ideology and, in 1986, presented a new
model of World Class Manufacturing (WCM). Fiat of-
ficially introduced its WCM model in 2006. One of the
famous books on lean production is The Machine that
Changed the World (Womack et al., 1990). Similarly,
for WCM, there is the book:World Class Manufactur-
ing – The lessons of Simplicity Applied by Schonberger
(Chiarini & Vagnoni, 2015).

Agile manufacturing (AM) is a 21st-century ap-
proach to the manufacturing efficiency model. Dif-
ferent industry eras and production models can be
identified, from the craft industry to mass produc-
tion into lean and agile manufacturing. The agile con-
cept is a flexible and quick response focused on the
customer and customer-designed products. New tools
provided by information technology, such as concur-
rent engineering, virtual manufacturing and informa-
tion infrastructure, are deployed in agile manufactur-
ing (Gunasekaran, 2001).

The term agile manufacturing concept was coined
in 1991 by a team of researchers at Lehigh University’s
Iacocca Institute. Agile manufacturing models do not
negate earlier manufacturing paradigms; and are more
likely to synthesise from there to create a new 21st-
century approach (Yusuf et al., 1999).

Method

This article is based on literature studies of different
production models and novel proof–of–concept case
studies made in real international business environ-
ments. The conceptual model for case-specific project
business segments has been tested, measured, and de-
veloped over several years of study with daily business
life. At the same time, valuable inputs from different
organisational levels were also collected and imple-
mented into an operative business model.

Results

Similar main tools were identified from many pa-
pers for model development and new ones created in
the development process. Womack, Jones, and Liker
clearly instructed the development process steps as
follows, which were the study’s guidelines.

After studying 50 companies and their lean pro-
cesses, Womack and Jones (1996) ended up identify-
ing five useful steps that lean companies have taken:

1. Define value precisely from the end customer’s
perspective regarding a specific product with
specific capabilities offered at a specific price and
time.
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2. Identify each product or family’s entire value
stream and eliminate waste.

3. Make the remaining value-creating steps flow.
4. Design and provide what the customer wants

only when the customer wants it.
5. Pursue perfection.

The method of developing organisational processes
and flow of work suggested by Liker (2004) has recog-
nised during the study (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Development model

1. Identify different customers (internal and exter-
nal) in the process.

2. Recognise and understand both repetitive and
unique processes.

3. Map the flow to define value-added and non-
value-added issues.

4. Create a future-state value stream map with
process improvements according to lean tools.

5. Implement improvements and use the PDCA
(Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle to continue develop-
ment.

Applying previously described development pro-
cesses in a case study result in a new operative pro-
duction model named ‘Delivery of new production ca-
pacity’, which is called more descriptive in the ‘big
picture’ (Fig. 2). It reveals the whole operational pro-
cess with sub-processes. The ‘delivery of new produc-
tion capacity’ covers the timeline from the customer
quotation phase ending with the product warranty to
the customer end. The work done so far is signifi-
cant, and development and optimisation are continu-
ing. The revision number of the ‘big picture’ is cur-
rently 25. It has several sub-processes inside the main
process map. Several workshops are usually needed
to cover the next step in the new revision of the pro-
cess map.

Current state analysis

First, it is necessary to identify different customers
influencing the process. Both internal and external

Fig. 2. Overall view of the “big picture and partial magnification from it”
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operators were identified and marked in the table.
Since the company business model operates with an
outsourced model, the same resource can be marked
internal and external (Table 1). Each identified oper-
ator got its own swim line in the ‘big picture’. The
current state analysis was done with the swim line
owner and lower and upper swim line representatives
according to need. The early revisions of the ’big pic-
ture’ are documented as a current state map from
where the operational model development continued.
The workshop with three cross-functional teams rep-
resentative of swim line owners reviewed the ‘big pic-
ture’ as a whole process. The review was based on the
actual project delivered and revealed further develop-
ments needed.

Table 1
Identified operators

Swim line
Process operators

Operator Internal External

1 Customer x

2 Sales x

3 Service x

4 Export & Trade Finance x

5 Project Management x

6 Engineering x x

7 Purchasing & Sourcing x x

8 Supplier x x

Define value stream

The value stream described in the old operating
model was studied. It was discovered that the process
allowed starting activities and tasks simultaneously
before indicating that the external customer commit-
ment was clearly done. There were also problems with
the internal customers, where undefined and unfin-
ished work was moved forward in the organisation.
This generated concrete material waste and immate-
rial waste (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Current state value stream (in large picture later)

Create continuous flow and takt
connected to flow

The work with the timing model and takt time was
also part of the production flow. Different produc-
tion phases are connected and scheduled differently
to ensure a harmonious balance between customer
commitment and delivery. When the project delivery
timeline and critical financial points are defined, it
is possible to go deeper into the process and adjust
production schedules. Model schedules are connected
into product-type structures. Some tasks were forward
scheduled and some backward scheduled depending on
the need in the bigger picture (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Continuous flow with new value stream
(in large picture later)

Waste removal in operative business level

According to Womack et al. (1990), Taiichi Ohno
instructed, ‘Without standards, there can be no
Kaizen’. The actual work and management processes
must be standardised before possible real improve-
ments exist. Standardisation needs to cover the whole
process with every step in the model (Womack et al.,
1990). In this case, the work of progress at the oper-
ative business level needed to cover the entire work
chain, including products and the delivery process.
The figure below shows a comparison of simplified
process models before and after work (Fig. 5).

ABC-product standardization

After working with the process, it helped to re-
alise how much additional non-value-adding work was
done on product-related issues. Real problems were
the number of products that were updated and kept
alive without a clear need for them. The other issue
was that it was not easy to find standard products
from customer-tailored products when needed.

There was a need for standard product recognition,
as it can benefit marketing, sales, project manage-
ment, sourcing, suppliers and the aftermarket. But
still, businesses need to be able to provide a tailored
product to customers through separate processes.

Typically, there could be more than 450 products,
with sub-products, options and variations beneath
them. Also, each product must have valid electri-
cal and mechanical structures and possible software.
A pre-packing list, cost structure, risk assessment and
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Fig. 5. Comparison of simplified process models before and after work

valid customer documentation such as operating in-
structions are needed. It was impossible for personnel
to keep all these product structures in shape, updated
and available for delivery time. The product classi-
fication was divided into the active products as A-
products, old past-due date products as B-products,
no longer valid A-products and customer-tailored C-
products made from A and B products.

In the new product mastering model, standard and
nonstandard products are clearly identified. Standard
A-products have proven functionality with locked
specifications made from defined parts and com-
ponents. They constitute the product foundation
(Fig. 6).

The A-products are updated twice a year to ensure
the correct components, costs and delivery time. B
and C products are not updated to save time and
effort. One could even state that there is no need to
order all the world’s newspapers just in case when
there is no usage or demand for them.

The standard A-products have connected pre-
defined work hours needed to create the product from
order to delivery, which is not visible an unknown C-
product before the offer calculation has been made.

For the elimination process of old A-products, it
was decided that products that don’t have activity
in the running year plus two previous years will au-
tomatically drop into B-class. The definition of this

Fig. 6. Product ABC-classification

time frame came from the best knowledge of typi-
cal cycles of business cases. New products are intro-
duced into the system as B-products to ensure tech-
nical and cost structures. When new B-products are
projected with warranty status, they can be awarded
into A-products in the upcoming twice-a-year prod-
uct update. The old dropdown B-products can lift A-
products back up if they have steady demand and are
evaluated case by case.
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Process to offer both standardized products
and fully customized white paper products

A large number of required products other than A-
products became visible and pointed out that there is
a need to master B and C products. Also, the time
frame from the quotation phase to realised project
forces us to record component-related modifications
systematically. Separate offer calculation processes
and tools were created, which ensure the standard way
to offer customer-tailored specific products.

These products are in the quotation phase recorded
and evaluated to discover possibilities and limitations
to make customer-requested product. As a result of
process there are collected information from addi-
tional delivery time and additional cost needed to
build customer specific product or found out if sug-
gested solution is not possible or more suitable prod-
uct is available as a standard product.

The global sales organisation sets challenges in pro-
cess and the time frame spend in the offer calculation
process. The target time to make the requested OC-
form (Offer Calculation) is a maximum of one week,
which in many cases are less than target. But in more
complex requests there is a need for longer time to
collect all the information and solution.

When there are many quoted projects with a vast
amount of customer-specific OC products, it is good
to view how much extra work is needed in upcom-
ing projects. To do that, an estimation of how many
person-hours are required is necessary to complete the
project. The properly filled-out OC forms with stan-
dard products estimate workload and give time to re-
act if needed with extra resources. If the customer re-
quests a product at an additional cost on the OC form
exceeding AC20,000, the project is introduced in R&D.

Process to improve standard products offering
based on customer phase latent information

Collecting all the customer base requests/inputs
during the running year makes it possible to create
new offerings based on global customer requests. It is
probably needed if customers are willing to pay for the
additional feature. New products or product features
from the OC database can be ranked according to how
many times different requests have been made. When
inputs from different types of customer requests are
combined, it is possible to acquire latent information
that single customers cannot describe or request. The
most popular ones are studied and can be built into
next year’s standard offering.

The benefit of a thoroughly filled OC form is that
it can be used as a readymade budgeting tool for new

products or features. Since tasks, hours needed, and
cost estimates have been recorded, you won’t do dou-
ble work when planning a new product or product
inputs. This speeds up the evaluation cycle when in-
formation collection is needed for decisions.

Measurement of progress

The changes during work were followed with differ-
ent tools. On-time delivery (OTD) shows an overview
of how changes affect the process of delivering new
production capacity. It gives a perspective on how cus-
tomer promises can be fulfilled (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Progress of on time delivery

The number of quality cases typically shows activ-
ities after the project’s main delivery has been sent
to the customer and ends before the warranty period
starts. This is called post-delivery, and they are fol-
lowed by the amount per month. Post deliveries can be
tracked by the project or deeper by a project-specific
product. The amount of post deliveries per month has
decreased steadily under the study timeline. The post
deliveries show how accurately the main delivery has
succeeded (Fig. 8).

The quality cost is divided into two classes: cost af-
ter closing the project and guarantee cost. Cost after
closing the project indicates how well all goods man-
aged to include within the actual delivery and also
how much effort is needed to fulfil customer promises
both product and process vice. Guarantee cost gives
a view of how products stand up specific use. Change
history in quality cost by year was measured dur-
ing the study and showed positive trend changes
(Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8. Trend view of post deliveries 2013–2016

Fig. 9. Quality cost progress history

Discussion

There has always been a need to improve the
efficiency and profitability of doing business. Co-
evolution and continuous development are needed to
keep up the phase and improve operative efficiency.
History has shown old valid knowledge and tools when
developing different models. The difficulty is to find
and apply the correct combination of those to case-
specific business segments. This study’s segment con-
sists of large project machine manufacturing busi-

nesses with long lead times from the quotation phase
to accepted delivery. This also sets limitations in mea-
suring the change. It is necessary to point out that not
all the measured change is conducted in the develop-
ment project in the case study. More likely, changes
in the world economic situation somehow affect mea-
sured results.

In the project business, the business model is easily
non-standardised and reflects more customer-oriented
flexibility. This presents conflicts and challenges when
the target is to standardise the operative model. Pre-
ferred key factor is to maintain needed project busi-
ness flexibility towards customers.

The business transition needs a co-operatively de-
fined measuring system to view development progress
correctly. Since all the changes are not always wanted
and there is a need to redefine and re-adjust direc-
tion, the following research question was posed: How
to measure the change and development of business
structures and elements?

The development process described by both Wom-
ack & Jones (1990) and Liker (2004) were combined in
the study. Equally important is recognising the need
for standardisation and pursuing it. Before the unde-
fined grey boxes in products and operational processes
have been removed, it is difficult to measure the de-
velopment progress of those.

First, there is a need for current state analysis to
determine where the issues to be developed are and
their urgency. Since it is impossible to change all the
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upcoming issues simultaneously, it is recommended to
concentrate on the critical ones that are visible. It will
raise new development issues, further proceeding with
the current state analysis. At some stage of drawing
the ‘big picture’, ‘Delivery of new production capac-
ity’ changes from current state analysis into a devel-
opment tool for standardised operational processes.

It is essential to understand different customers in
the process, internally and externally. The develop-
ment process should be done with a holistic perspec-
tive of the end customer and not a partial optimi-
sation view of the sub-process customer internally
or externally. Equally important for evaluating pro-
cess tasks is to understand unique and repetitive pro-
cesses. These earlier mentioned issues should be con-
sidered while developing operational processes and re-
lated tasks between different sub-customer interfaces.

A clear target in operative business model optimi-
sation is to identify the whole value stream and elim-
inate waste from it. The ‘big picture’ is a visual tool
with a detailed view of the value stream and stan-
dardisation of the process from the quotation phase
to the end of the delivery where the warranty begins.

The target for the value stream is to make each
step to flow. When defining the value stream and takt
times connected to the flow, the customer financial
commitment should be at the same takt time. When
customer commitment has been ensured, it opens the
next steps in the operational process. There is a very
limited risk of not getting end customer payment for
ordered work, products or services.

As important as standardisation and waste removal
are at the operational business level, they are at least
equally as important at the product and product fam-
ily level. Before defining the product needed in the
delivery process, evaluating and measuring progress
in that area is challenging. It is a competitive advan-
tage in the project business if you provide standard-
ised and customised white paper products. The result
was to create better customer satisfaction and register
globally collected latent customer phase information.
This information is used in new product development
inputs. Both processes – product classification and
white paper product OC process – standardise and
remove waste from the view of the total process.

The case study identified several suitable measur-
able parameters to follow, from which the most useful
tools were selected based on the case study’s unique
customer-driven project business environment. In the
long lead time business, on-time delivery describes
first how the operational process is working and the
goods are getting in transportation. The amount of
post deliveries indicates how well all the material is

on at the original delivery and how many fixing cases
are needed to cover errors in products or customer
promised production process. The quality cost reveals
the severity and trend in error corrections.

Conclusions

Before it is possible to utilise measuring tools
in effective manner, the described base work is
needed to do. When products and processes are non-
standardised, it will consume time and energy to track
the changes and evaluate whether or not progress
moves in right direction. Since resources are limited
and, in a company, you need to do daily work and not
harness all resources in development projects, there is
a need to make clear decisions about the most pro-
ductive development tasks to do at the current mo-
ment. In the development process of business struc-
tures, a clear view of the ‘big picture’ is needed to
create and update continuously during development
progress. The business has been renewed, and the new
production model has resulted in a positive change in
quality, quality costs and strong development in de-
livery reliability.

Working with a multidisciplinary team and think-
ing together, it is possible to discover insights that
cannot be reached individually. Without whole organ-
isation engagement, this developed production model
could not have been achieved.
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